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ABSTRACT: In order to specify dynamic con
straints, we present a sirnplified version of 
temporal logic based on the temporal quantifiers 
"always" and "sornetime" as well as their bounded 
versions "always .. until" and "sornetime .. before". 
We show that, in rnost practical cases, the boun
ded temporal quantifiers can be expressed by ap
propriate formulas with unbounded temporal quan
tifiers. We then use special kinds of temporal 
formulas as a language to specify dynamic con
straints. The problern of enforcing such con
straints is then reduced to the problern of en
forcing dynarnically changing sets of two kinds 
of static constraints, called universal and ex
istential constraints. While universal con
straints can be enforced strictly in principle, 
violation of existential constraints cannot be 
detected in each case at the earliest moment. We 
give a sufficient criterion for detecting viola
tion of existential constraints. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

lt is widely recognized that the specification 
and enforcement of constraints for databases is 
extremely irnportant for the further development 
of database design and implernentation. In infor
rnation rnodelling, constraints are used to cap
ture the peculiarities of real world situations 
and behaviour by giving appropriate rules. When 
running the database, these rules should be 
somehow obeyed in order to reduce the possibili
ties for incorrect data creeping in and corrupt
ing the integrity of the data. 

There are numerous papers addressing problems of 
integrity constraints for databases, and it is 

virtu'ally impossible to give a comprehensive 
survey here appreciating each relevant contribu
tion. For a treatment of constraints in several 
data rnodels and data modelling approaches, the 
reader is referred to the recent textbook TL82 
and its extensive bibliography. Also, IS082 con
tains some material on comparing conceptual in
formation modelling approaches. Among the earli
est fundamental papers on constraints are HM75, 
St75,To77 and We76. Special sorts of constraints 
called dependencies play a dominant role in re
lational database theory. The reader is referred 
to Ma83 for a comprehensive treatment of this 
subject. 

Recently, the problern of checking and monitaring 
integrity on the basis of constraints has found 
rnore and rnore interest (CD83,FDC8l,Ni82,WSK83). 
Earlier approaches have been given in St75 and 
To77. CB80 considers the problern of verifying 
that transactions preserve constraints. Integri
ty checking in deductive databases is treated in 
WOB. 

Most of the material on constraints published so 
far is concerned with static constraints, i.e. 
criteria to decide whether a given specific data
base state is admissible, disregarding its con
text between previous and forthcoming states. The 
area of dynamic constraints, i.e. criteria for 
admissible state sequences, is barely touched. 
Same preliminary ideas are contained in IS082. 
Also, NY78 and Ri81 address this question, con
centrating on pairs of before/after states. 

A new approach to dynamic constraints using tem
poral logic has been initiated by CCF82,CF82 and 
GMS8J. We take up these ideas here. However, by 
separating the problern of specifying and enfor
cing dynamic constraints frorn the problern of spe
cifying and verifying transactions (which we do 
not consider in this paper), we restriet our
selves to a rnuch simpler form of temporal logic 
incorporating only the temporal quantifiers 
"always" and "sometime" as well as their bounded 
versions "always .. until" and "sornetime .. before". 
The latter, however, can be expressed by the un
bounded versions in rnany cases of practical in
terest. Our approach is similar, but not identi
cal, to that of Manna and Pnueli to program logic 
(MP81,Ma82). 
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Temporal logic is, in our opinion, a convenient 
tool for modelling dynamic database aapects. One 
of the problems widely discussed in this respect 
is the modelling of time in databases (An82, 
BADW82,Bu77,GW83). BADW82 gives a comprehensive 
overvie~ of the role of time in information pro
cessing. In the temporal logic frame~ork, time 
is modelled by considering state sequences. In 
particular, dynamic constraints determine admis
sible classes of state sequences in the same way 
as static constraints determine admissible class
es of states. Static constraints are, of course, 
Special cases of dynamic constraints. 

Temporal logic must be based on a specific ap
proach to concepts for formulating database sche
mata. We follo~ the lines of GMS83 and adopt a 
functional approach to data modelling in the Spi
rit of BF79 and Sh8l. Accordingly, a schema con
sists of sorts of entities, functions taking 
arguments and delivering results of specified 
sorts, and constraints expressed in temporal lo
gic. It should be noted, ho~ever, that temporal 
logic is not bound to this approach to data mo
delling. It can be used with other approaches as 
~ell, e.g. relational ones as in GGF82 and GF82. 

In centrast to previous functional approaches, we 
disting~ish between two syntactic levels, the da
ta level and the object level. The data level 
comprises specifications of basic data types like 
BOOL, INT, etc. The data level has a fixed inter
pretition that does not vary in time and is often 
the same for large classes of database schemata. 
The object level, on the other side, contains 
sorts like PERSON, PROJEGT, etc. and functions on 
them whose interpretation varies in time, depen
dent on the database state. The object level will 
most probably be different for different database 
schemata. 

In the next section, ~e give a brief account of 
our version of temporal logic, based on our func
tional approach to data modelling. We define the 
syntax and semantics of temporal formulas inclu
ding the temporal quantifiers "al~ays" and "seme
time". It is '.olell known (HP81) that these quanti
fiers enjoy the same nice duality principle as 
the classical quantifiers V and 3 . We then in
troduce the bounded versions "al~ays •.• until" and 
11 sometime ... before". They again enjoy a corre
sponding duality principle. Essentially, we use 
formulas to denote points in time. The idea is 
that a formula denotes that state in a given 
state sequence where it first becomes true. As 
formulas behaving especially well '.olith respect to 
time, we define "monotonous" formulas that remain 
true if they once became truet We show that, with 
monotonaus formulas as time bounds, the bounded 
Versions of the temporal quantifiers can be ex
pressed by appropriate unbounded formulas. 

In the third section, ~e introduce special kinds 
of temporal formulas as a language to express dy
namic constraints. We then sho~ how the problern 
of enforcing such dynamic constraints can be re
duced to the problern of enforcing dynamically 

changing sets of t~o kinds of static constraints, 
called universal and existential constraints, re
spectively. While universal constraints can be 
enforced strictly in principle (there are, how
ever, considerable practical problems), existen
tial constraints present principle problems. Our 
approach to enforcing existential constraints is 
on the safe side in so far as they are certainly 
Violated if they are reported to be so, but vio
lation cannot be detected in each case at the 
earliest moment. 

2. TEMPORAL LOGIG 

The syntax of a database schema is given by a 
collection of certain sorts and function names 
building the so-called schema signature. We sub
divide it into a data part denoting basic data 
types like BOOL, INT, etc. and into an object 
part denoting ehe specific database in the style 
of the functional data model. 

Formally, a schema signature L = <SD+S 0 , ~+ r20> 
consists of: 

- data sorts SD including BOOL 

- data functions QD between data sorts 

- object sorts s0 disjoint from SD 

- object functions ~O between object and data 

sorts, i.e. each wE5?
0 

has a (formal) arity 

W: s
1

>< ••• ><Sn --) s 0 ~ith Si(SD+S0 . 

The data part <SD, .QD> rnay be fixed once, "'hereas 

the object part <S
0

, Q
0
> must be declared expli

citly for any new schema. 

Example: As an example, ~e consider a simple da
tabase for the registration and deregistration of 
cars. A complete verbal ~escription of the schema 
can be found in IS082; here, only self-explaining 
extracts are needed. The scherna signaeure looks 
as follows: 

- data sorts: BOOL, INT, DATE, YEAR, ... 
- data functions: year-of: DATE --> YEAR, ... 
- object sorts: GAR, MANUF 

- object functions: 

produced: CA1< --> BOOL 
manufacturer: GAR --> MANUF 
serial-no: CAR --> INT 

registered: GAR --> BOOL 

date-of-reg: GAR --> DATE 
deregistered: CAR --> BOOL 
date-of-dereg: CAR --> DATE 
reg-no: CAR --> INT 

destroyed: GAR --> BOOL 
date-of-destr: GAR --> DATE 

today: --> DATE 

*** 
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A schema signature may be interpreted by assign
ing cercain sets to the sorts and appropriate 
functions on these sets to the function names; 
thua, a so-called schema instance is obtaines. 
The interpretation of the data part by baaic data 
types is assumed to be fixed. . 

Let :L be a s chema. s igna ture. A :L -ins tance or 

L -state ~ = (pos,act) consists of two mappings: 

- To each se:s
0

, a set pos(s) of "possible" val-

ues is assigned. 

- To each s.:S
0

, a set act(s)<:poa(s) of "actual" 

values choosen from the poasible ones is as-

signed. 

- Each function name w: s 1 >< ... x. sn --> sö 6 QO 

is mapped to an "actual" function 

act(w): actCs
1
).x ... x act(sn) --> act(s 0 ) 

(Especially, each function name with target 
BOOL denotes an actual relation.) 

Such a state represents the contents of a data
base at a certain moment only, since the "actual" 
part may vary time-dependently. So the course of 
time in a database can be taken into account by 
observing sequences of states. Therefore, we will 
interpret a schema signaeure :L by a L. -state se
quence er = (er 

0 
0" 

1 
... > which denotes a ( pos-

sibly infinite) sequence of 2:-instances (j' ... 
l. 

<pos,act.> 
l. 

with the possible values implicitly 

given by a fixed mapping pos. 

In order to restriet interpretations of a data
base schema to "admissible" states and state se
quences only, some "constraints" are added to the 
schema signature L. E.g., in each state of our 
registration database, each car must be uniquely 
determined by its manufacturer and its serial-no. 
Also each car must be registered sametime after 
it has been produced; this condition must be re
flected within a sequence of database states. 

Such constraints will be expressed by temporal 
L -formulas defined as follows. 

An atomic .:::::-fonnula is a boolean L-term or an 
equation t

1
=t

2 
between' L-terms t 1 ,t 2 of the same 

sort. A nontem'.:>oral L -formula is constructed 
from acomic formulas by applying 

boolean connectives A , V, =), (=, , 

- and quantifiers V, 3 over inpividual variables. 

A ~oral) L -formula is constructed from ato

mic formulas by applying (iteratively) 
boolean connectives and quantifiers as above 

- quantifiers ~. 3 different from those above 
and un.::ry "te-;;:;po;al operators" always and 

sametime . 

Such a formula is called closed if each occurring 

variable is bound by some quantifier. 

We assume the reader to know how to interpret a 
nontemporal L -formula <.f in a L.-state cr- with 
a given aubstitution ~ of actual values for free 
variables; let cr-~ ~~ denote that Y~, i.e. the 

result of subatitution, becomes true in ~ . Of 
course, the quantifiers V , 3 bind variables to 
set of actual values in a state (with sorts re-

apected). 

Temporal formulas, however, are interpreted in 
L -state sequences. Here, possible values may be 
substituted for variables, too; the different 
quantifiers denote the two kinds of binding. For 
a given Z: -state sequence q:: "' <er 0 0' 1 ... > and 

a substitution ~ of possible values for free 
variables, the validity '!: F- lfc.< is inductively 
'determined by the rules (i)-(vi) below. 

(i) An atomic formula lf only has to hold in the 
first state of the sequence ~ provided that 
all values substituted are a~tual values in 

that state: 

~ t= lf... iff: 

all values occurring in ~ol. exist in 0" 0 

and cr-0 F lfoc.. 

(ii) Boolean connectives are interpreted as usual. 

(iii)Quantifiers V, 3 refer to all actual values 

in the first state of ~ 

E.g. take lf = V'x lf' 
iff: 

for all actual values v in o-0 : 

0" F- lf~<x +-v> 
where <X.(x+-v> substitutes x by v and agrees 

with 0(. elsewhere. 

(iv) In lf = I{ x lf' , however, all possible 

values are considered: 

a- l= lfc<. iff: 

for all possible values v: a- I= 'f~<x~v> 
( 3 by analogy) 

(v) For Lf= always y' y' must hold in any 

tail sequence of ~ starting at an arbitrary 

state: 

v i= lfo<. iff: 

for all i=O,l, ... ~i )= tf~ 
i 

where rr = < u. 0"' i+l' .. > 
]" 

(vi) For 'f = sametime f' 'f' rnus t hold in at 

least one tail sequence of ü 

iff: 

there exists i, i?O, s.t. 

If the temporal operators are i=ediately applied 

to a nontemporal formula lf', rules (v) and (vi) 
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say that ~· must hold in all states or in some 
state, respectively. By rule (i), an atomic for
mula ~ yields false in a state if the formula 
involves objects not existing there. The validity 
of a campeund nontemporal formula results accord
ing to rules (ii) and (iii). 

For each schema signature L and each sort s, \,'e 
assume a standard predicate "exists" which is 
defined by the formula: 

always 1/x exists(x) 
Thus this predicate specifies which possible val
ues v exist in the first state of a sequence ~ 
since we get by rule (i): 

~ ~ exists(v) iff v exists in ~O 

We simply write ":;! 1"' 'f 11
• if a L"-formula 'f is 

valid in ~ for all substitutions of possible 
Va1Ue5 > and \,'e \,'rite II )= \f II J if lf iS valid in 
all r-state sequences, assuming a fixed choice 
of possible values. These are purely semantical 
properties; \,'e da not consider here syntactical 
deducibility of temporal formulas like it is· 
known for nontemporal, i.e. first-order formulas 
(written " 1- 'f "). An axiomatization of a differ
ent kind of temporal logic has been presented in 
Ha82. 

Obviously, the temporal operators are dual to 
each other under negation. 

ProE·: Let 'f be a L-formula. 

F= ., al\,'az:s lf <==> sametime ., lf 
F= ., sametime 'f <==> always .., lf 

For illustration, we list some formulas \,'hich 
ought to be valid for the car registration data
base as it develops dynamically. Let c,c 1 ,c 2 be 

variables of sort CAR, m of sort MANUF, and i of 
of sort INT. 

(l) al\,'ays l/c 1 ~c 2 
manuf(c 1 )=manuf(c 2 ) 

(2) 

(J) 

(4) 

( 5 ) 

serial-no(c
1

)=serial-noCc
2

) ==> c 1=c 2 ] 

always llc 1 llc
2 

( registered(c
1

) 1\ registered(c 2 ) 

==> ( reg-no(c
1

)=reg-no(c 2 ) ==> c 1=c 2 

a 1\,'·ays ~ c 
produced(c) ==> sametime registered(c) 

alway~ ~c ~m 
"'"'> always 

always Z:c ?,'i 
==> alwa~ 

[ manufacturer(c)=m 
(exists(c) ==> manuf.(c)=m) 

I 
[ serial-no(c)=i 

(exists(c) ==> serial-no(c)=i) 

Since an arguoent of a temporal operator normally 
refers to an unbounded state sequence, it is dif
ficult to restriet that condition to a certain 
bounded part of the sequence. Typically a bound 
may be represented by the first occurrence of 

some other condition 'f, i.e. the first state in 
a sequence where "'t becomes true. Such s ituat ions 
have to be expressed in many applications. 

Therefore, two additional binary temporal opera
tors are introduced: 

always 'f unti 1 "t 
sametimelf before 't 

As arguments, temporal 'L-formulas lf and 't are 
allo\,'ed. The semantics of the operators for a L.
state sequence rr and a substitution ct.. is given 
as follows, whe~e 

min ( { j I <Tj F lf' .... } v {ocr ) ) 

denotes the first occurrence of y 

(vii) rr )= (always 'f until 't ).._ 
for all i, O$i<flz('to(.) 

iff: 

(viii) v )= (sometime lf before 't )0(. 

there exists i,O~i<f-cz:('f"'-), s.t. 

These definitions do not imply that the 
does ever become true. If wanted, this 
specified additionally by semetime 't . 
operators again behave dually. 

Prop.: 

condition 
must be 

The new 

, always lf until 't <==> sametime .., lf before 't 
.., sametime lf before 't <==> always .., y ~ "t 

Now we are able to state for our example, omit
ting the 11 al\,'ays ~"-prefix: 

(6) reg-no(c)=i 
==> al\,'ays reg-no(c)=i until deregistered(c) 

(7) destroyed(c) 
=~> always ..,·deregistered(c) until 
year-of(today) ~ year-of(date-of-destr(c)) +J 

(8) destroyed(c) 
==> sametime deregistered(c) before 
year-of(today) ~ year-of(date-of-destr(c)) +4 

Termination conditions (the "'t" of the formulas 
above) in database specifications typically are 
given by arriving at some point of time; cf. (7), 
(8). Considering the irreversibility property of 
time we are especially interested in so-called 
monotonaus conditions. 

is called monotonaus 
iff: 

A nontemporal L.-formula 1-
\,'.r.t. a L-state sequence rr 

~ F= 't ==> al\,'ays 't 

Then the bounded temporal operators can be ex
plained by the original temporal Operators. 

Prop.: Let 't be monotonaus \,'rt rr . 

(a) ~ ~ 

(b) a- F 

al\,'ays lf until 't <==> 

sametime lf be fore 't 
<==) sametime Lf 1\-. 't 

always 
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Proof: 

(a) Lee ~ be an arbitrary subatitution. The prop

osition is obvious in the caae rsr<'toc. )= 00; 

othen.rise let fi := f'sr<'fo~..) . 

(b) 

i 
"==>": For all i, O~i<f', we have q: I=~"'. 

Since '!:_I' 'I= 'fo<. , montonicHy gives for all 

i?.t-: ~i 'I= 'ro~.. Thus, for all i~O: 
i ':C F ( lf V "t )<><. 

"<==": For all i' O~i<t"• we already know: 

(Ti "' ( lf V "t )~ Since }" is the minimal j 

O"j "' "to<.. 
i 

"' holds. 
9. t. even o- lfe<. -
By duality and Ca), we conclude: 

semetime ~ before ) 

<==> ., always ., lf ~ 't 
<==> ., always ., lf v "t <==> s ome time 'f " ., "t 

*** 
These transformations may be applied to the exam
ple formulas (6)-(8), if the following conditions 
are guaranteed: (d of sort DATE) 

(9) deregistered(c) ==> always deregistered(c) 

(10) today ? d ==> always today ~ d 

In the next section we will concentrate upon two 
special kinds of temporal formulas. Therefore, 
their semantics is given below. 

Remark: Let lf and "'t be nontemporal foruJ.Ulas 

with free variables xl' ... ,xn Then it can be 

concluded from the general rules: 

(a) o- F always ~xl ... !txn ( lf ==> always 't ) 
iff for all v

1
, ... ,vn (possible) and for 

all i=O,l, ... with cdx.):=v. (j=l, ... ,n): 
J J 

o-i F= 'fo<. implies that for all kji: o- k '~= )c;j. 

(b) o- F always ~x 1 ... ~xn ( tp ==> semetime 't) 
iff for all ~ 1 , ... ,vn (possible) and for 

all i=O,l, ... with cx.(x.):=v. (j=l, •.. ,n): 
J J 

er. l= '-iiol.. irnplies that there exists k, k)i, 
1 I / 

s. t. : (]"" k l= 't<X. 

3. DYNAl'iiC CONSTRAINTS 

In this section, we introduce special kinds of 
temporal formulas as a language to express dyna
rnie constraints, and we show how the problern of 
enforcing such dynamic constraints can be re
duced to the problern of enforcing two dynamically· 
changing sets of static constraints. 

Let us first introduce a language which allovs to 
express constraints. In this language a database 
specification <Z,C> consists of a signature and a 
set C of dynamic constraints. Each dynamic con
straint is a temporal L-formula 

'f s=> always 't or 

lf' =-=) semetime 'f. 
where lf and 't are nontemporal formulas. 

A [-state sequence ~ is admissible wrt C if each 
constraint in C is valid in all suffixes of CT 
for all substitutions of possible values. So the 
above constraints may be understood as abbrevia
tions of formulas 

always ~xl 'tlx ( ~ ==> always 't ) or 
- n 

always '~.xr tfx ( y ==-> semetime )' 
- n 

respectively, where xl' ... ,xn are free in the 

brackeced parts. A constraint of the form 

true =·> always 't 
can be considered as a static constraint 'f• 

Example: We discuss some constraints for the car 
registration database that has partly been stu
died in the last section. The following rules 
shall be expressed by the constraints given be
low: After a car has been produced, it semetime 
must be registered before it is deregistered; 
once it is deregistered it cannot be registered 
again and a car cannot be registered and dere
gistered at the same time. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

produced(c) '==> semetime registered (c) 
before deregistered(c) 

registered(c) ==> semetime deregistered(c) 

deregistered(c) ==> always deregistered(c) 

produced(c) A registered(c) 
==> ., deregistered(c) 

(5) produced(c) A deregistered(c) 
==> ., registered(c) 

Due to the monotonicity in (3) the formula (1) 
is equivalent to : 

(1') produced(c) ==> 
sametime [registered(c) A.., deregistered(c)] 

*** 
For databases, we feel that the above forms of 
dynamic constraints cover a wide range of appli
cations. This is analogaus to Hoare's program 
logic where formulas for pre- and postconditions 
of programs are restricted to {'-(]P{'f) with P 
a program and lf , 't predicates over P. If mono
tonicity of formulas is guaranteed by the remain
ing specification even constraints involving the 
Operators "always ... until" or "sometime ... before" 
can be modified to formulas of the above form 
(as explained in section 2). 

In order to reduce dynamic constraints to varying 
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sets of static constraints, we introduce an im
plementation language for constraints. In this 
guage constructs of the form 

on lf do op 

~ill be used, ~here ~ is a nontemporal formula 
(possibly ~ith free variables) and op is an 
Operation. The meaning of this is a kind of 
"trigger" activated ~hen the value of the formula 
changes from false to true: if there is an sub
stitution o:.. to the free variables of t.p in the 
present database state such that ~~ becomes true 
and y~ ~as false in the previous state, then the 
Operation op~ ~ill be executed. op~ means that 

the operation uses the Substitution~ to bind the 
same free variables ~hich occur in Cf • In this 
sense the trigg.er "on 'f do op" is parameterized 
vrt to all substitutions o:.. such that lfot.. becomes 
true. We call a collection of on-do constructs of 
the above form an on-program 

The Operations op 
variables C and C 

will manipulate t~o global 
, ~hich hold certain sets of 

u e 
nontemporal formulas ~here all free variables 
have been substituted by values of a database 
state. They represent the actual kno~ledge con
cerning the constraints. 

C is the set of universal constraints 
u 

A 't G Cu has to be valid in all future 

database states. 

C is the set of existential constraints 
e 

It must be possible that each 't E Ce can 

become true in some future database state. 

Cu and Ce vill change according to a given data

base state sequence <a-
0

cr1 ... >. Cu is a monoto

naus set in the sense that once a formula is in 

Cu , then it ~ill al~ays be. It may be, ho~ever, 

that a formula becomes redundant after inserting 

other formulas. For instance, 1 1vr2 becomes ob

solete after inserting 'tl since it then can be 

deduced. Ce is increasing and decreasing over 

time. 

For a given set C oE dynamic constraints the on
program induced by C is determined by the fol
lo~ing rules, ~here "insert" and "delete" are 
the corresponding operations dn sets: 

(i) For each lf ==> al~ays 'r in C take up: 

on 'f do insert(Cu•'t) 

(ii) Each constraint lf =~> sametime 1 induces: 

on lf do if .., 1 then insert(Ce•'t) 

on lf do delete(Ce •'t) 

Example: Consider again the car database from 
above. We demonstrate how C and C are u e 
changing over time for a certain sequence of 
of s ta tes ,• 

Let us start in a state ~here the car c has 
been produced but neither registered nor de
registered: 

produced(c)=true registered(c)=false 
deregistered(c)=false 

produced(c) "registered(c) ==> 
,deregistered(c) , 

produced(c) "deregisterd(c) " 2 > 
,registered(c) } 

{ registered(c)"' ,deregistered(c) J 
- acc. constraint (1')-

No~ assume that car c has been registered: 

produced(c)~true registered(c)~true 
deregistered(c) 2 false 

co 
u 

{ deregis tered (c) 

- acc. constraint (2) 

After c has been deregistered, the follo~ing 
state is obtained : 

produced(c)~true registered(c)=true 
deregistered(c)"true 

c1 
v { deregistered(c) 

u 
- acc. constraint (3) -

No~ car c must al~ays be deregistered, and that 
means that it cannot be registered again. 
(Additionally, constraint (3) demands that c 
must remain in the database) . *** 
The admissibility of an actual database state 
~ill be checked in the Eollo~ing sense: If there 
is a universal constraint that is not valid in 
the actual state, then an exception condition is 
raised. Also, if an existential constraint con
tradicts to something deducible Erom the univer
sal constraints, an error message is produced. 

OE course, the latter test provides only suffi
cient conditions but not necessary conditions 
for the existence oE an admissible continuation 
for the present sequence of states. The condi
tion for the validity of the existential con
straints Ce can be expressed as: 

\7 "t E c 3o-"t s. t. o-'t ~" c't and v't"" 't and e u 

<r't is reachable from the actual state 

Here, c't denotes the set of universal constraints 
u 

in the state o-'t. If ,'t is deducible from (the 
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actual) C 1 this will hold in all future states 
u 

due to the monotonicity of Cu I i. e.: cr"t Ia c~ 
and ~1 ~ ~ cannot become true in a future state 

cr't, whether or not o-'t can be reached. 

To be a little more precise, Cu and Ce are 

characterized below for a given admissible state 
sequence ( a-

0 
.•• a- ) . After C and C have been 

n u e 
updated by the on-program according to the rules 
(i)-(ii) and an admissibility check in the above 
sense has been performed successfully, the fol
lowing invariant conditions hold for Cu and Ce: 

) E C iff: 3 ( lf =2> always 't) e c 
a... u 

j substitution ~ for the free variables in lf•'t 
3 i~n s. t. o-i p ~"" and 

for all k, i~k~n : 0" k )=< 'tO\. 

'to(. EC iff: 3Clf==> sametime )) E c 
e 

3 substitution cx for the free variables in lf•'r 
'3 i~n s. t. cri l=> lf01. and 

for all k, i~k~n : [ not ( 0"' k F 'to( ) 
and (C 1- , 'j'<X) does not hold l 

u 

This means that the dynamic "always" constraints 
are enforced strictly by enforcing the universal 
constraints in C . The dynamic "sometime" con-

u 
straints are enforced as closely as is perhaps 
practically feasible: an existential constraint 
~~~Ce is considered violated if it contradic~s 

the current universal constraints and cannot be
come true any more for this reason. This does not 
mean, however, that 'to<. really can become true in 
a future state if it is not considered violated. 
It might be that the remaining specification al
ready excludes any admissible continuation in 
principle or that the next state transitions do 
so data-dependently. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The simplified temporal logic that we propese 
here for specifying dynamic constraints has the 
advantage of being "implementable" in the sense 
that dynamic constraints specified this way can 
be enforced along the lines indicated above. 
There are, of course, considlrable practical 
difficulties in implementing integrity monitors 
with feasible efficiency. Enforcing what we 
called universal constraints has been investi
gated by some authors, e.g. CB80,CD83,FDC8l,Ni82, 
St75,To77, and WSK83. But still, practical solu
tions are eieher very restricted or very ineffi
cient. The problern of enforcing what we called 
existential constraints still is much harder. · It 
seems to have been ignored up to now. Its solu-

tion requires a great amount of deduction in a 
logical aystern. So this problern contributes to 
the need for powerful deductive data bases. Per
haps, direct hardware support can help to a
chieve feasible solutions for this problem. 

On the theoretical side, it would be nice to have 
a strict criterion for violation of an existen
tial constraint at the earliest possible moment. 
The problern is to decide on the basis of a cur
rent state whether a forrnula can or cannot become 
true in some reachable future state. Such a cri
terion would have to take the set C of dynamic 
constraints itself into account, since these can 
give rise to new universal constraints in subse
quent states, possibly causing inconsistencies 
with the present existential constraints. More
over, the problern of reachability of states has 
to be taken into account, and this depends on 
the update operations available. 
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